A Robust Scheme for Feature-Preserving Mesh Denoising.
In recent years researchers have made noticeable progresses in mesh denoising, that is, recovering high-quality 3D models from meshes corrupted with noise (raw or synthetic). Nevertheless, these state of the art approaches still fall short for robustly handling various noisy 3D models. The main technical challenge of robust mesh denoising is to remove noise while maximally preserving geometric features. In particular, this issue becomes more difficult for models with considerable amount of noise. In this paper we present a novel scheme for robust feature-preserving mesh denoising. Given a noisy mesh input, our method first estimates an initial mesh, then performs feature detection, identification and connection, and finally, iteratively updates vertex positions based on the constructed feature edges. Through many experiments, we show that our approach can robustly and effectively denoise various input mesh models with synthetic noise or raw scanned noise. The qualitative and quantitative comparisons between our method and the selected state of the art methods also show that our approach can noticeably outperform them in terms of both quality and robustness.